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I’m Pete the Proton!
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Find six of us in carbon.
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In oxygen, find eight.
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Our playground is the nucleus
and it’s where we like to stay.
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Splitting us is a tough mission.

Nucleus

The strong force
keeps us stuck like glue.
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It’s called nuclear fission.
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When protons, neutrons, and
electrons team up,
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we are the best of friends.

Protons: Very teeny particles with a positive electric charge. Protons are in the nucleus of every atom.

Force: the push or pull on something when it interacts with something else. A force can cause an
object to move faster, slow down, stay in place, or change shape.

mAss: A measure of how much matter is in an object. mass is usually measured in kilograms
(1 kg = a little over 2 pounds). mass is different from weight because the mass of an object never
changes, but its weight will change based on its location in the universe.

liquiD: A substance that flows freely and has volume but no set shape, like water or oil. the
molecules in liquids stay close together, but they can move freely.

isotoPes: two or more types of the same element whose atoms have the same number of
protons and a different number of neutrons.

uniVerse: A word to describe everything that exists. the universe includes all matter and
energy, on earth and in space.

trAit: something about a person, animal, or object that makes them different from others.

subAtomic PArticle: A particle that is smaller than an atom and exists within it, like
protons, neutrons, or electrons.

stAte oF mAtter: the way matter acts, based on temperature or pressure. For example, ice
(solid) melts into water (liquid), then evaporates into steam (gas).

soliD: A form of matter that has a set shape and volume because the molecules in it are packed
close together and do not move much. the shape of a solid only changes when a force is applied.

PArticles: tiny, singular bits of matter that can range in size from subatomic particles, such as
electrons, to ones large enough to be seen, such as particles of dust floating in sunlight.

element: A pure substance made of one type of atom .

GAs: Air-like substances that have no set shape or volume because the molecules in them are
spread very far apart and moving very quickly. A gas can expand to fill a whole space.

nucleus: the center of an atom, made up of protons and neutrons.

nucleAr Fission: the process of splitting atoms apart into smaller pieces, releasing energy.

neutrAl: An object with no electric charge, or with equal numbers of positively-charged
protons and negatively-charged electrons.

neutrons: Very teeny particles with no electric charge, found in the nucleus of most atoms.

molecule: A group of atoms that are bonded together to form the smallest unit of a substance
that has all the properties of that substance. For example, a water molecule is the smallest unit that is
still water.

mAtter: matter makes up everything around you. it is anything in the universe that takes up
space and has mass.

electrons: Very teeny particles with a negative electric charge. electrons travel around the
nucleus of every atom.

DecAy: in an atom that has an uneven number of protons and neutrons, the nucleus slowly breaks
down and loses energy and matter through radiation, which can be very dangerous.

chArGe: An electric charge is a property of matter. there are two types of electric charges:
positive and negative. Protons have a positive charge and electrons have a negative charge.

Atomic number: the number of protons in an atom determines an element's atomic
number, which is used to categorize elements.

Atoms: Atoms are the building blocks for all matter in our universe. they are so small that you
can't see them, and are made up of even smaller particles called protons, neutrons, and electrons.
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"This book promotes science literacy in a way that is approachable
for children—through friendships and playground interactions.
Introducing kids to this vocabulary will build their
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Protons and Neutrons

The story of subatomic particles as never told before.
Meet Pete the Proton and Ned the Neutron.
This light-hearted, scientifically accurate book turns
Chemistry 101 into a delightful tale of universal friendship!
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